One would never guess it from the marital misadventures and disappointment of the powerful and privileged—from ex-governors Eliot Spitzer (D-NY) and Mark Sanford (R-SC) to Hollywood stars Gwyneth Paltrow and Kim Kardashian—regularly chronicled on the pages of magazines like *People* and *OK!* But in the real world, marriage is doing comparatively well in the privileged urban and suburban precincts of America, from Cleveland Park in Washington, D.C., to Los Altos, California, to Southlake, Texas. Indeed, among college-educated and more affluent Americans, divorce is down and nonmarital childbearing is low. In the nation’s poorest communities, by contrast, marriage is in full retreat, and has been declining since the 1970s. What’s new, however, is that the retreat from marriage is now spreading into the bedrock of Middle America: that is, small towns, rural communities, and outer suburbs across America. From Danville, Virginia, to Pine Bluff, Arkansas, to Hilliard, Ohio, divorce is high and nonmarital childbearing is on the rise.

Middle Americans are defined here as Americans with a high-school degree and maybe an associate’s degree or some college but with no college degree. They are neither upscale nor poor. They make up a majority of American adults, and of young adults. About half of young adults (aged 25–34) have graduated from high school without getting a four-year-college degree. Given their size in the population, and the central role that they have played in the American experiment, the growing fragility of family life in Middle America is cause for concern.
The retreat from marriage in Middle America means that the United States is in danger of becoming a separate and unequal nation when it comes to marriage, where the well-heeled have the material and cultural means to marry and stay married, and few other Americans can make good on their dreams of a happy and stable family life built around marriage. The growing divide in marriage and family life is problematic because the vast majority of Americans, including Middle Americans, still aspire to marriage. It’s also problematic because marriage remains one of the strongest engines of the American dream and one of the most important sources of social solidarity in a nation that otherwise prizes individual liberty.

The Retreat from Marriage in Middle America
The trends below in divorce, marital quality, nonmarital childbearing, and family stability tell the basic story of what is happening to marriage in America.

Figure 1 indicates that the odds that a marriage will end in divorce or separation within ten years of the wedding remain high among the moderately and least educated Americans but has fallen to about one in ten among highly educated Americans. By contrast, the divorce rate is more than three times as high among Americans who do not have a college degree (at about 37 percent). Clearly, divorce is much more common among Americans from both poor and Middle American households.

Figure 1. Percent chance of divorce or separation within 10 years of first marriage, 15–44 year-old women, by education and year of marriage

And as Figure 2 indicates, an educational divide has opened up in marital happiness as well. In the 1970s, moderately educated Americans resembled their highly educated peers in the likelihood that they reported their marriages were “very happy,” and the gap between the least educated and the highly educated was only 10 percentage points. Since then, moderately educated Americans have seen their marital happiness decline, to the point where they are now more likely to report marital happiness trends that parallel those of the least educated; the gap in happiness between the least and highly educated Americans has also grown to 17 percentage points. By contrast, 69 percent of highly educated Americans continue to report that they are “very happy” in their marriages.

One of the most dramatic shifts in Middle American family life is apparent in Figure 3, which details trends in nonmarital childbearing. In 1982, nonmarital childbearing was comparatively rare, and trends among the moderately educated (13 percent had births out of wedlock) were closer to the highly educated trend (2 percent) than they were to the trend among the least educated (33 percent). But now, about one in two babies born to mothers without college degrees happen outside of marriage, and the nonmarital childbearing trend among the moderately educated (44 percent) more closely resembles the trend among the least educated (54 percent) than it does the trend among the highly educated (6 percent). So, having kids outside of wedlock remains the clear exception among college-educated women but is close to becoming the norm among Middle American women.
The recent growth in nonmarital childbearing has been driven by cohabiting births, which now constitute a majority of births to unwed mothers. Because cohabiting families are so unstable, the vast majority of children born to these unions will experience both family instability and single parenthood.4

**Family sociologists are divided about many things but one point of scholarly consensus has emerged in recent years:** Children are most likely to thrive when they are raised by two, stably partnered parents.

Family sociologists are divided about many things but one point of scholarly consensus has emerged in recent years: Children are most likely to thrive when they are raised by two, stably partnered parents.5 Because highly educated Americans are more likely to have their children in marriage and to stay married, they are also much more likely to deliver this kind of stability to their children, as Figure 4 indicates. In particular, about 80 percent of fourteen-year-old girls from college-educated homes are living with their two biological parents now, a trend that has remained fairly constant since the 1980s. By contrast, as the figure makes clear, there has been
a marked decline in family stability for children from less educated homes. Once again, the trend in family stability for Middle Americans now comes closer to paralleling the trend among the least educated American families.

The United States, then, is at something of a tipping point where marriage in Middle America is on the verge of becoming the exception to the norm—at least when it comes to grounding children’s experience of being born into and raised in an intact, married family. Public policy, civic initiatives, and cultural efforts ought to be redoubled to prevent Middle America from passing this tipping point.

Why? Among other things, strong and stable marriages play a crucial role in boosting children’s odds of making it in America. For individual children, we know that boys are about twice as likely to run afoul of the criminal justice system, girls are about three times as likely to become pregnant as teenagers, and young men and women are about one-third less likely to graduate from college when they come from non-intact families. These patterns help explain why children from intact, married families are more likely to realize the American dream, understood in terms of enjoying increased economic mobility or the same relative economic status as their parents.

Strong and stable marriages play a crucial role in boosting children's odds of making it in America.
Conservatives have stressed the importance of changes in culture and public policy while liberals have stressed the importance of changes in the economy.\textsuperscript{12} And both are right.

Equally important, new research from Harvard economist Raj Chetty and his colleagues suggests that family structure also plays a major role in determining which communities are most likely to foster the American dream. In looking at a range of variables that predicted rags-to-riches mobility in different regions across the nation, Chetty and his colleagues found that when it comes to mobility, “the strongest and most robust predictor is the fraction of children with single parents.”\textsuperscript{10} In other words, children from both two-parent and single-parent families are more likely to experience economic mobility when they hail from communities with a lot of two-parent families. This growing body of research has led many scholars, including Ron Haskins, co-director of Brookings’ Center on Children and Families, to conclude, as he told the \textit{Washington Post}, that “We are not going to have an effective solution to the growing inequality and poverty in the U.S. unless we can do something about family structure.”\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{Why is Marriage in Retreat?}

In seeking to explain why marriage is in retreat, conservatives have stressed the importance of changes in culture and public policy while liberals have stressed the importance of changes in the economy.\textsuperscript{12} And both are right.

When it comes to culture, marriage still remains the ideal for the vast majority of Americans. Most Americans are married or aspire to marriage. A recent report, Knot Yet: \textit{The Benefits and Costs of Marriage in America}, found that more than 80 percent of young adults deemed marriage “important” for their life plans.\textsuperscript{13} But beneath the near universal support for marriage in the abstract lurk important educational differences in attitudes toward teenage childbearing, divorce, and single parenthood: all behaviors that depart from the ideal of lifelong marriage that ordinary Americans continue to hold. Now, less-educated Americans—including Middle Americans—are less likely to identify with many of the marriage-minded norms that help steer adolescents, young adults, and middle-aged adults from highly educated homes in the direction of marriage, and away from divorce and nonmarital childbearing.\textsuperscript{14}

Take, for instance, teenage views of nonmarital childbearing. As Figure 5 indicates, adolescents from moderately and the least-educated homes are much less likely to report that they would be “embarrassed” if they got (or got someone) pregnant. Specifically, 76 percent of adolescents from college-educated homes indicate that they would be embarrassed by having a teenage pregnancy, compared to just 61 percent of adolescents from moderately educated households and 48 percent of adolescents from the least educated homes. Divergent orientations toward childbearing, divorce, and single parenthood may help explain why the retreat from marriage is more pronounced in Middle America and in poor communities.
Poorly designed public policies have also had a hand in the uneven retreat from marriage in the United States. Although scholars disagree about the extent to which welfare policy has undercut marriage, many scholars would acknowledge that welfare benefits that have penalized marriage or made single parenthood more affordable or acceptable have played at least some role in fueling increases in nonmarital childbirth and single parenthood among the poor. Some studies find that adolescent girls who grew up in a household supported by welfare are more likely to have a child outside of wedlock. Research also suggests that the generosity of welfare benefits is linked to higher rates of nonmarital childbirth, especially in more recent years. The broader lesson here is that public policies that reward single parenthood or penalize marriage—as do many means-tested tax and transfer policies, including the Affordable Care Act, that now touch many lower-income and Middle Americans—may have played and may continue to play a role in accounting for the growing marriage divide in America between the college-educated and everyone else, especially the poor.

Finally, when it comes to the economy, declines in male labor-force participation, which have been concentrated among less-educated men, also appear to have played a role in fueling the retreat from marriage in Middle America and among the poor. Since the 1970s, spells of unemployment and underemployment have been much more common among men without college degrees than they have been for men...
Shifts since the 1970s in culture, public policy, and the economy have therefore all to weaken the normative, legal, and economic foundations of married life in the United States. Moreover, these shifts had to operate in tandem to have the stratified effects they are now having. It’s no accident, for instance, that the Great Depression did not have a big impact on family instability to trend sharply upwards. At the same time, it’s no accident that the retreat from marriage has hit the poor and Middle Americans hardest since the 1970s: These two groups have been affected much more by the recent changes in public policy, work, and—possibly—the culture that have undercut marriage.
Considering the checkered role that public policy has recently played vis-à-vis marriage, one paramount rule for crafting new public policy solutions should be: “first, do no harm” to marriage and the family.

First, Do No Harm
Given the varied roots of the marriage problem in America, no one public policy is likely to make a decisive difference in renewing the health of marriage and family life in America. There is no silver bullet here; instead, public policies should target the range of economic, legal, and cultural forces now eroding marriage and family life in the United States. Moreover, considering the checkered role that public policy has recently played vis-à-vis marriage, one paramount rule for crafting new public policy solutions should be: “first, do no harm” to marriage and the family.

Therefore, the first step policymakers should take is to end the marriage penalty often associated with means-tested public benefits. Many of the nation’s tax and transfer policies—from Medicaid to food stamps—end up penalizing marriage, albeit often unintentionally. Because the tax and transfer system in the United States is means-tested, lower-income families with children can see their benefits reduced or eliminated when another earner, including the father of the child or children, is officially brought into the household through marriage. Three options for reform would go a substantial way to eliminating some of the marriage penalties associated with the nation’s social welfare system.

First, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) program could be transformed. Instead of depending on household size and household earnings—which creates the potential for a marriage penalty—it could become a wage subsidy for individual low earners. Someone making a low wage could then marry someone with children (or expecting a child) without incurring a major income penalty. The subsidy would also reinforce the norm that work should be rewarded, an important goal given recent declines in male labor force participation and, hence, male marriageability.

Second, for other means-tested tax and transfer policies targeting low- and moderate-income families, couples could receive a refundable tax credit for the amount of money that they lose by marrying. This credit could be limited to the first five years of marriage to reduce its public cost. The Administration for Children and Families at the Department of Health and Human Services and the Urban Institute has developed a “Marriage Calculator” that could be used for this purpose. This credit would be costly, but its costs would be offset to some extent if it fostered stable married families, which are much less costly to federal and state governments than are single-parent families.

Third, the marriage penalty associated with Medicaid should be eliminated. Today, a majority of nonmarital births are to cohabiting couples, most of whom are lower-income. Because most of these couples rely upon Medicaid to cover the costs of childbirth, Medicaid eligibility rules may play an important role in their deci-
sion making about marriage. We need more research to determine if Medicaid is playing a major negative role in decisions about marriage among lower-income couples. If there is evidence that Medicaid is discouraging marriage among substantial numbers of lower-income families, the federal government should move quickly to end any Medicaid-related marriage penalty.

Beyond eliminating marriage penalties, policymakers should also lift the unique economic burdens placed on parents by some tax and spending policies. The existing child tax credit, dependent exemption, and childcare deduction should be consolidated and expanded to $4,000, as economist Robert Stein argues elsewhere in this volume. This credit should be applied to both income and payroll taxes so as not to discriminate against low- and moderate-income families with minimal or no federal income tax burden. It would also replace the current Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit, which serves families where both parents work outside of the home, thereby discriminating against families with a stay-at-home parent. A $4,000 per-child tax credit would provide real financial relief to Middle American families struggling to make ends meet. Such a credit would also serve as a vehicle for expanding families’ to care for their children as they see fit.

Policymakers should also think differently about job training. The federal government devotes substantial resources and attention to four-year colleges and universities. Yet most Americans do not receive a four-year college degree. When it comes to education, federal and state governments should focus more attention and financing on vocational education and apprenticeships that prepare young (and middle-aged) adults for careers in information technology, health services, and other promising fields. South Carolina, for instance, has done an excellent job in establishing an apprenticeship program that connects young adults with its burgeoning manufacturing sector. And career academies, which provide vocational education in high schools across the United States in partnership with local employers, have achieved substantial success in boosting the income and marriage rates of youth from lower-income communities. As economist Robert Lerman has noted, approaches like these seem to be particularly attractive to young men who do not find academic classrooms appealing, and could be easily expanded at a fraction of the amount of money now spent on college loans by the federal government. Educational efforts like these could play a major role in strengthening the marriageability of men from poor and Middle American communities across the United States, and in renewing the economic foundations of family life in Middle America.

Finally, public policy could go some distance toward promoting healthy choices. As Ron Haskins and Isabel Sawhill of the Brookings Institution have noted, any change in public policy is not likely to have a dramatic effect on marriage “unless there is also a change in the wider culture.” To that end, they propose that Congress help to fund a social marketing campaign that would encourage “the success sequence” among young adults. This sequence runs as follows: “finish school, get a job, marry, and have children—in that order.” Haskins and Sawhill point out that young adults who follow this sequence are highly unlikely to fall into poverty,
and likely to make it into the middle class or higher. They also note that a substantial body of research suggests that public campaigns like this—on topics ranging from smoking to drunken driving—have proven to be successful in changing behavior in the public at large.\(^{32}\) Such efforts should also help convey to the general public that children are most likely to thrive when they are raised in an intact, healthy marriage.\(^{33}\) A campaign of this nature, which would also attract a lot of free publicity from the press, could play some role in shoring up the cultural foundations of marriage and family life in Middle American and poor communities across the nation.

The cultural, economic, and policy challenges facing marriage in America—especially in low- and middle-income communities—are substantial. None of the policies mentioned above are likely to inaugurate a dramatic reversal of the retreat from marriage that has marked American life over the last 40 years. But if they could help to halt this retreat, both by strengthening the economic foundations of family life in Middle America, and by helping to turn the culture in a different direction, that would be a major achievement. The alternative is passive acceptance of the growing marriage divide in American life, a divide that threatens to make a majority of men, women, and children in this great nation alienated from one of the key pillars of the American dream, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness: namely, a stable and happy family life. That alternative should be unacceptable to all who seek to sustain the exceptional American experiment in ordered liberty.

---

W. Bradford Wilcox, a professor of sociology at the University of Virginia, directs the Home Economics Project at the American Enterprise Institute and the Institute for Family Studies. Portions of this essay are adapted from W. Bradford Wilcox, *When Marriage Disappears: The Retreat from Marriage in Middle America* (Charlottesville, VA: National Marriage Project and Institute for American Values, 2010).
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